The Third Reich Part 2 The Fall DVD

Note: When viewing this film, pay close attention to who is saying each of the quotes used.

1. Thanks to Hitler, “no longer does a German have to be ashamed to be a German. We again have our __________________________.”

The Fall of the Third Reich

2. Hitler demanded a portion of ______________________________ be returned to Germany.

3. On September 29, 1938, the European powers O gave it to him O attacked Germany

4. According to the person quoted, how did this affect public opinion of Hitler?
   O growing contempt  O more admiration

The German Miracle (1938)

5. How did the Germany economy change after Hitler came to power?
   O worsened; more unemployment  O much improved, like a miracle  O the same

6. There was now regular work and ______________________________-subsidized leisure.

7. What could regular people do now that only the rich could do beforehand? ______________________________

The Burning Synagogues (November 9, 1938)

8. The Nazis unleashed a two-day “orgy” of violence against ______________________________.

9. Kristalnacht means “Night of ______________________________ ______________________________.

10. Across Germany, ____________________________ synagogues and prayer rooms were destroyed.

11. 30,000 Jews were sent to ______________________________.

12. At this point, if you were Jewish, you knew your neighbors would either __________________________ or applaud your destruction.

13. Jewish people began trying to leave Germany. During the Third Reich, ____________________________ German Jews applied for American Visas. Only __________-third of these were granted.

14. The St. Louis set sail from Germany with nearly 1,000 ____________________________ refugees. Three weeks later, they were turned away from: Cuba, the United States, and _________________________________.

Dear Fuhrer (April 1939)

15. There was a huge nationwide celebration for Hitler’s 50th ____________________________.

Bomb Will Be Met By Bomb (September 1, 1939)

16. During the summer of 1939, if you had gone to the movies in Germany, you would have seen propaganda films claiming ____________________________ were terrorizing ethnic Germans near the border.

17. Twenty-one of the Polish attacks against the Germans had been staged by the ____________________________ themselves to justify war.

18. What did Hitler do on September 1, 1939? ______________________________

19. On September 4, 1939, what did British bombers do while flying over Germany during the night?

20. The British propaganda leaflets: “Warning to the German people. The ____________________________ has been withheld from you. You cannot ______________________________ this war. We will not relent. Pass this leaflet on.”
We Are Children of the Gods (September 1939)

21. Did the German soldiers inflict lots of torture on the Polish people? _________________________________________

22. Poland surrendered after _______________ days.

23. An average of _______________________________ Poles a ________________ died under the time of German occupation.

24. By June of 1940, Germany had conquered the Netherlands, ________________, Denmark, and Belgium.

You Are a Member of the Master Race (Summer 1940)

25. By mid-June, Germany had also conquered ________________. 

26. The German soldiers and officers enjoyed the spoils of their success conquering countries. From France they shipped home things such as ______________________________________________________________________________

27. From Poland, the Nazis shipped home people to be used as ____________________________________________.

28. According to a Nazi propaganda leaflet, “the Pole must never be a German _______________________________. A Pole is ______________________________ race to each German. Never forget that you are a member of the ______________________________ race.”

29. The fall of the Nazis would begin in the ________________________________.

We Believe in Early Victory (June 22, 1941)

30. On June 22, 1941, Germany invaded _________________.

31. Did the Germans seem to have any doubts about their ultimate victory? _____________________________________

Everyone Knows What We Bring (1941-1942)

32. Films of German violence against the Russians show Nazi soldiers shooting _____________________________ into trenches.

33. By the end of 1941, nearly one ______________________________ Jews had been murdered in the East.

We Are Coming (May 31, 1942)

34. One thousand ______________________________ bombers laid siege to Cologne< Germany in the largest air raid yet.

35. By now, the ________________________________ had joined England in the war against Germany.

36. Before the next bombing, England dropped tens of thousands of warning ______________________________ over German towns.

37. Warning leaflet: “We are bombing Germany city by city and ever more terribly to make it ___________________ for you to go on with the war. Let the Nazis drag you down to ______________________________ with them if you will. That is for you to ______________________________. We are coming by day and by night.”

38. In June 1942, many Germans were staying at a Refugee Center because ______________________________ Germans had been made homeless by the air raids on Cologne.

The Jewish Transports (Fall 1942)

39. In camps in Eastern Europe, hundreds of thousands of Jews were being systematically _________________________

40. The baggage of the Jews was loaded on separate train cars. When the cars with the people left, did their baggage go with them? _____________________________________________________________________________

The Battle of Stalingrad (1942-1943)

41. Germans had been fighting the Russians for ____________ months for the city of Stalingrad.

42. By December 1942, the Soviets had surrounded the Germans and severed their ______________________________ lines.
43. The outcome of the Battle of Stalingrad was that 91,000 German soldiers ___________________________ to the Soviets against Hitler’s orders.
44. 86,000 of these would die. The rest did not return to Germany until ____________________________.
45. The Germans used propaganda films to keep the German people in support of National Socialism. O Yes  O No

A Golden Future and a Final Victory (1943-1944)
46. In 1943, the ____________________ increased the tonnage of bombs dropped on Germany 25 times.
47. ____________________________ bombed by night.
48. ____________________________ bombed in broad daylight.
49. June 6, 1944 was the famous Battle of __________ - _____________.
50. On the eastern front, the Soviets were moving on Germany. The Soviets were told to ______________ the German.
51. Hans Georg Klamroth had been a loyal Nazi for ten years, but he begun to doubt that ____________________________ was a good leader for Germany.
52. In the summer of 1944, Klamroth heard about a plot to assassinate Hitler, and he told ____________________________.
53. He was sentenced to ____________________________ by hanging. (by the infamous “People’s Court”)

The Hour of Battle Has Arrived (1944-1945)
54. In the East, Germans were fleeing from their homes in advance of the ____________________________
55. At this point Germany was desperate for soldiers, so men between the ages of 16 - ______________ were volunteering for service to the German army.
56. Later, the recruitment age lowered to age _____________________!
57. Did the boys have a choice about fighting for Hitler?  O Yes  O No
58. Boys found hiding were ____________________________
59. Some Germans could not imagine a Germany after the Third Reich. So mass __________________________ occurred across Germany on a scale never seen before in Western Europe.
60. In April and May of 1945, there were 5,000 ____________________________ in Berlin.
61. One of these was ____________________________.
62. By April 20, 1945 (Hitler’s 56th Birthday), what was left of Berlin was completely under control of the ____________________________.
63. As many as 2 million German women were ____________________________ by the Red Army (Soviet) soldier.
64. The Nazi government surrendered unconditionally on the _________________ of May, 1945.
65. On April 29, 1945 (8 days before the official surrender), US Army troops filmed their arrival at the concentration camp called O Auschwitz  O Treblinka  O Dachau

We All Have Been Lied To  (April 29, 1945)
66. Arbeit Macht Frei – the words on the gate at Dachau. This means “Work sets you free!” or “Work liberates!”
67. How many camps like Dachau were there throughout the Third Reich? ____________________________
68. Germans who lived in neighboring communities to the camps were told they must go ____________________________
69. Across Germany, the Allies forced local Nazi party members to ____________________________.
70. If you were a German at this time, you understood that the world held __________________ responsible for the sins of the Third Reich.
We Germans Are Finished
71. At the time of surrender, __________ million Germans were prisoners of war.
72. __________ million died in captivity of hunger, exposure, and neglect.
73. After the borders of Europe were re-drawn by the Allies, ________________ million ethnic Germans were expelled from their homes.
74. Germany’s reconstruction was not completed until the ____________________________.
75. As many as 40 million people died in Europe as a result of the war. More than half of these causalities were _________________________________________.